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Confidential 

Discussion with Bishop Eames on 14 May 1984 

1. He made three pOints in relation to the Forum Report which 

he said reflected moderate Protestant reaction:-

• 

~ 
(a) there was a lot oi disappointment at the "brevity and 

lack of subs tance" contained in the Report. -More had 

been -expected after 11 months delIberation; 

(b) Why did the Forum not face up to the need for some 

short term measures and outline some possibilities, 

"as everybody knows that Irish unity is not on for 

the foreseeable future"; 

(c) because of the way the Forum Report was presented by 

Mr. Haughey and reported by the media, the general 

perception in N.!. is of a Report directed alreost 

totally towards a unitary state. This has let 

Unionist politicians "off the hook" and obscured 'Che 

advances contained in the Report. 

2. He personally accepted that there were good pOints in the 

Report and we discussed 5.1,5.2 and 5.10 in particular. 

These represented an advance in Nationalist think~ng but wi'Chout 

public elaboration and empha$is on them, the perception in 1-.1. 

of the Forum Report would remain as at 1 (c) above which alIa-vS 

it to be too easily dismissed. 

3. Bishop Eames said that he had lunch with Jim Molyneaux 

three weeks ago and that he detected a willingness on his part 

to change and becoffie somewhat more open to the need to offer 

the minority more than Unionism has in the past. Molyneaux has 

been influenced by a growing fear among moderate Protestants that 

the situation is getting out of control and that efforts have to 

be made to accommodate the minority i?nd the SDLP ir. particula:-:-. 

Molyneaux had shown Bishop Eames a draft copy of the OUP document 

"the -;;vay Forward". Bishop Eames was impressed DY the tone of the 

document and had successfully he felt encouraged Nolyneaux 

to publish it almost immediately. Bishop Eames felt that VIe 
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should respond positively in public to the change in attitude 
I, .tt. ..... 

contained inlOUP document. Molyneaux needed to be encouraged 

and we should strive at all costs to maintain the gap between 

Molyneaux and Paisley. He felt that Paisley was as hardline 

as ever and referre~ to a conversation between them at a recent . 
funeral of a UDR man at which Bishop Eames had presided . 
• 

Paisley had sought him out after the funeral and referred to his 

sermon about the need for dialogue between the two communities 

in scathing terms. Paisley said tha.t he represented the feelings 

of the Protestant community and that his answer was the only one -

"not an inch" . One concession to the minority would lead to a 

gradual and inevitable erosion of the Unionist position. 

4. Bishop Eames went on to say that he had lunched wltn 01m ~rior 

the previous day and that speaking in strict confidence he had been 

impressed with some of his ideas. Prior sounded out Bishop Eames 

on the question of joint policing in border areas stressing the 

quality and effectiveness of the Gardai and the Special Task 

Force in particular. Prior also mentione0 the possibility of 

modification of the guarantee in return for a mendment of 

Articles 2 and 3. The Bishop had responded positively to Prior's 

thin'ing and said he ~as te ling us in confidence so t hat ~e 

co d reflect on t' e possib~:ities and Prior's ope ess ~n t is 

area. Fi a':"l Bis:.o. .saGes s.a" t a- ?r ior o'g - c' ar.ces 

of .0'; ge~ _. 9 a. 0::' er se. ~or Cab~ e os 

go ;:.e :'as 0 .. er..e - r:o·.·.·e'. er <.a ..... :_~s successor ~<!!:::. :'-e ef 

-' .e::a Go'.' a::::- ~e::.' :ea - ~::g - 0 ea - :OC~ o. a.,:; ::' ss.:...· :'_~::" 0:: 

art'. :g r e 
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